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Distance or displacement is self-explanatory. During downward motion, the signs of position, velocity, and acceleration are all positive. (d) To what height does the ball rise and after how long does the ball return to the player's hands ? Solution to Problem 6Problem 7:a) How long does it take an airplane to take off if it needs to reach a speed on the
ground of 350 km/h over a distance of 600 meters (assume the plane starts from rest)?b) What is the acceleration of the airplane over the 600 meters? It then moves at a constant speed for half an hour. Solution to Problem 4Problem 5:A train brakes from 40 m/s to a stop over a distance of 100 m.a) What is the acceleration of the train?b) How much
time does it take the train to stop? (c) Choose the x = 0 m and t = 0 s to be the location and time of the ball at its highest point, vertically downward direction to be the positive direction of x-axis, and give the signs of position, velocity and acceleration of the ball during its upward, and downward motion. (d) For Upward Motion Initial velocity of the
ball, u = - 20 m/s ( As upward direction and opposite direction to the positive we have choosen) Final velocity of the ball, v = 0 (At maximum height, the velocity of the ball becomes zero) Acceleration, a = +g = 9.8 m/s2 ( As downward direction and same direction to the positive we have choosen) From third equation of motion, height (s) can be
calculated as: v2 = (v0)2 + 2a ( x - x0 ) Now x=0 02= (-20)2 +2(10)( 0-x0) x0= 20 m Let t be the time taken to reach the highest point From First equation of motion v=u + at 0=-20+ 10t t= 2sec As Time of ascent = Time of descent Hence, the total time taken by the ball to return to the boy hands = 2 + 2 = 4 s. What is the position of the object at the
end of the 5 seconds of acceleration? If the initial speed was 20m/s, what will be the speed in 2 seconds. Answer: Let u denote the initial velocity Given: u = 20m/s, a = 10 m/s2 and t = 2 For finding out the value of “s”, the first equation of motion can be used. Plugging the values in this equation, Question 5: A racing car catches a speed of 20m/s in 2
seconds. In the cases where the acceleration varies with time, instantaneous acceleration is calculated. Average Acceleration: Instantaneous acceleration: Uniform AccelerationUniform acceleration is the acceleration that does not vary with time. In the same way average velocity can be written as $v_{avg}=\frac{x - x_0}{t - 0}$ where x0 is the
position of object at time t=0 and vavg is the average velocity between time t=0 to time t.The above equation then gives x=x0+vavgt
(9) Now we know that area under v-t curve represent the displacement So, $x -x_0=\frac{1}{2}(v -v_0)t + {v_0}t $ as ( Area of Triangle + Area of Rectangle) $x -x_0=\frac{v+ v_0}{2}t $ From equation 9
and the above equation we cay say that Now from eq. (b) What are the velocity and acceleration of the ball at the highest point of its motion ? When the acceleration of the moving object is constant its average acceleration and instantaneous acceleration are equal. Solution to Problem 7Problem 8:Starting from a distance of 20 meters to the left of the
origin and at a velocity of 10 m/s, an object accelerates to the right of the origin for 5 seconds at 4 m/s2. Solution to Problem 5Problem 6:A boy on a bicycle increases his velocity from 5 m/s to 20 m/s in 10 seconds.a) What is the acceleration of the bicycle?b) What distance was covered by the bicycle during the 10 seconds? This relation 13 is helpful
when we do not know time t. (Take g = 10 m/s2 and neglect air resistance). (Speed of sound in air is 340 m/s). When a body moves in a plane or on a straight line, three parameters are used to describe its motion – distance, velocity, and acceleration. Acceleration due to gravity at a given place is constant and acts on the ball at all points (including the
highest point) with a constant value i.e., 10 m/s2 (c) During upward motion, the sign of position is positive, sign of velocity is negative, and sign of acceleration is positive. Equation 8 and 12 are basic equations for constant acceleration and these two equations can be combined to get yet another relation for x , v and a eliminating t so, from 8 putting
this value of t in equation 12 and solving it we finally get, v2 = (v0)2 + 2a ( x - x0 )
(13) Thus from equation 13 we see that it is velocity displacement relation between velocities of object moving with constant acceleration at time t and t=0 and their corresponding positions at these intervals of time. Solution to Problem 12report this ad
Motion with constant acceleration or uniformly accelerated motion is that in which velocity changes at the same rate throughout motion. If the initial speed was 40m/s, what will be the speed in 5 seconds. Answer: Let u denote the initial velocity Given: u = 40m/s, a = -5 m/s2 and t = 5 For finding out the value of “s”, the first equation of motion can be
used. Plugging the values in this equation, Question 4: If a body is moving at an acceleration of 10 m/s2. If the initial speed was 30m/s, what will be the distance co in 5 seconds. Answer: Let u denote the initial velocity and v denote the final velocity. Given: u = 40m/s, a = -5 m/s2 and t = 5 For finding out the value of “v”, the first equation of motion
can be used. v = u + at Plugging the values in this equation, v = u + at ⇒ v = 30 – (5)(5) ⇒ v = 30 – 25 ⇒ v = 5 m/s Question 3: If a body is moving at an acceleration of -5 m/s2. 9 we find x = x0 + v0t + ½(at2) or, x - x0 = v0t + ½(at2)
(12) this is the position time relation for object having uniformly accelerated motion.From eq. Solution to
Problem 11Problem 12:A car accelerates from rest at 1.0 m/s2 for 20.0 seconds along a straight road . 8 we find vavg = v0 + ½(at)
(11) putting this in eq. 8 seconds after the rock is dropped, they hear a splash caused by the impact of the rock on the water. Equations of motion can be described. Let’s look at them in
detail. AccelerationAcceleration is defined as the rate of change of the velocity vector. A uniform acceleration has a constant value and direction. Velocity represents the rate of change of position, while acceleration represents the rate of change of velocity. What is the height of the well. Let’s say the initial velocity of an object was “u”, now a constant
force is applied which causes the body to move with constant acceleration “a” and the body reaches the velocity in time “t” while covering the distance “s”.First Equation of MotionIn the case of constant acceleration, its value is given by, Second Equation of Motion Instantaneous velocity is given by, This equation can be re-arranged in the following
form,ds = vdt Substituting the value of velocity from the previous equation, ds = (u + at)dt Integrating both sides, Third Equation of MotionInstantaneous acceleration and instantaneous velocity is given by, a = v = Cross multiplying both of these equations, v2 = u2 + 2asSample ProblemsQuestion 1: If a body is moving at an acceleration of 2 m/s2.
Find the total distance covered by the car. It hits the ground with a speed of 40 m/s.a) How high is the building?b) How long was the object in the air? Now from equation 8 v0 = v - at putting this value of v0 in equation 12 and solving it we finally get, ( x - x0 ) = vt - ½ ( at2 )
(15) thus equation 15 does not involve initial velocity v0 Thus these
basic equations 8 and 12 , and derived equations 13, 14, and 15 can be used to solve constant acceleration problems. If the initial speed was 15m/s, what will be the speed in 5 seconds. Answer: Let u denote the initial velocity and v denote the final velocity. Given: u = 15m/s, a = 2 m/s2 and t = 5 For finding out the value of “v”, first equation of motion
can be used. v = u + at Plugging the values in this equation, v = u + at ⇒ v = 15 + (2)(5) ⇒ v = 15 + 10 ⇒ v = 25 m/s Question 2: If a body is moving at an acceleration of -5 m/s2. Find the distance covered by the rocket in the process. Answer: Let u denote the initial velocity and v denote the final velocity. Given: u = 0 m/s, v = 50m/s and t = 5. For
finding out the value of “a”, the first equation of motion can be used. v = u + at Plugging the values in this equation, v = u + at ⇒ 50 =0 + (a)(5) ⇒ 50 = 5a ⇒ a = 10 m/s2 For finding out the distance, a third equation of motion will be used. v2 = u2 + 2as⇒ 502 = 0 + 2(10)s⇒ 2500 = 20s ⇒125m = s Problems on velocity and uniform acceleration are
presented along with detailed solutions and tutorials can also be found in this website.Problem 1:From rest, a car accelerated at 8 m/s2 for 10 seconds.a) What is the position of the car at the end of the 10 seconds?b) What is the velocity of the car at the end of the 10 seconds? Thus from the graph it can be seen clearly that velocity v at time t is equal
to the velocity v0 at time t=0 plus the change in velocity (at). In the case of constant acceleration, its value is given by the ratio of net change of velocity and the total time taken. Since acceleration is a vector quantity, even the direction of motion remains the same in the case of constant acceleration. Solution to Problem 2Problem 3:A car accelerates
uniformly from 0 to 72 km/h in 11.5 seconds.a) What is the acceleration of the car in m/s2?b) What is the position of the car by the time it reaches the velocity of 72 km/h? Solution to Problem 3Problem 4:An object is thrown straight down from the top of a building at a speed of 20 m/s. Obtaining Kinematics equations using Calculus Method By
definition, $a= \frac{dv}{dt}$ dv=adt Integrating Both sides $\int dv =\int adt$ $\int dv =a\int dt$ ( as a is constant) v-v0 = at v = v0 + at Now, $v= \frac{dx}{dt}$ dx= vdt Integrating Both the sides $\int dx =\int vdt$ or $\int dx =\int (v_{0} + at)dt$ x - x0 = v0t + ½(at2) Now, $a= \frac{dv}{dt}=\frac{dv}{dx}\frac{dx}{dt}= v\frac{dv}{dx} $ or
vdv=adx Integrating Both sides $\int vdv =\int adx$ $\frac{ v^{2} -v_{0}^{2}}{2} =a( x -x_{0})$ v2 = (v0)2 + 2a ( x - x0 ) So we have easily derived all the Kinematics equations The best advantages with calculus method is that we can use for non-uniform acceleration motion also Watch this tutorial for more information on Uniform Acceleration
Motion Question A boy throws a ball upwards with an initial speed of 20.0 m/s (a) What is the direction of acceleration during the upward motion of the ball ? All three quantities are vector quantities. It then decelerates uniformly to a stop in 30.0 s. Acceleration can be constant or varying. Solution to Problem 8Problem 9:What is the smallest distance,
in meters, needed for an airplane touching the runway with a velocity of 360 km/h and an acceleration of -10 m/s2 to come to rest? The above three equations are called the Kinematic equations for uniformly accelerated Motion v= v0 + at x - x0 = v0t + ½(at2) v2 = (v0)2 + 2a ( x - x0 ) If x0 =0,then v= v0 + at x= v0t + ½(at2) v2 = (v0)2 + 2a ( x)
Likewise we can also eliminate the acceleration between equation 8 and 12. It is essential to know the equation of motions that describe the motion of an object under uniform acceleration. 5 we have Let v0 be the velocity at initial time t=0 and v be the velocity of object at some other instant of time say at t2=t then above eq. (b) At maximum height,
velocity of the ball becomes zero. 12 it is clear that an object at any time t has quadratic dependence on time, when it moves with constant acceleration along a straight line and x-t graph for such motion will be parabolic in natures shown below. In such cases, the rate of change of velocity remains constant. Solution to Problem 10Problem 11:A rock is
thrown straight up and reaches a height of 10 m.a) How long was the rock in the air?b) What is the initial velocity of the rock? Find the distance covered by the car in the process. Answer: Let u denote the initial velocity and v denote the final velocity. Given: u = 0 m/s, v = 20m/s and t = 2. For finding out the value of “a”, the first equation of motion
can be used. v = u + at Plugging the values in this equation, v = u + at ⇒ 20 =0 + (a)(2) ⇒ 20 = 2a ⇒ a = 10 m/s2 For finding out the distance, a third equation of motion will be used. v2 = u2 + 2as⇒ 202 = 0 + 2(10)s⇒ 400 = 20s ⇒20m = sQuestion 6: A rocket catches a speed of 50m/s in 5seconds. Thus from eq. It is also called average acceleration.
Solution to Problem 9Problem 10:To approximate the height of a water well, Martha and John drop a heavy rock into the well. Acceleration can be uniform or non-uniform. 7 becomes $a=\frac{v - v_0}{t - 0}$ or , v=v0+at
(8) Graphically this relation is represented in figure 8 given below. Thus from equation 8 putting this value of a in
equation 12 and solving it we finally get, ( x - x0 ) = ½ ( v0 + v ) t
(14) Same way we can also eliminate v0 using equation 8 and 12. Advertisement Solution to Problem 1Problem 2:With an initial velocity of 20 km/h, a car accelerated at 8 m/s2 for 10 seconds.a) What is the position of the car at the end of the 10 seconds?b) What is the velocity
of the car at the end of the 10 seconds? Solution (a) Irrespective of the direction of the motion of the ball, acceleration (which is actually acceleration due to gravity) always acts in the downward direction towards the centre of the Earth. Since the body is moving in a single direction with a constant magnitude of acceleration, vector notations can be
dropped. Some examples of constant acceleration include Free-falling object.A ball rolling down a frictionless slope.A bicycle whose brakes have been engaged.Equations of Uniformly Accelerated MotionIn this case, keeping the value of acceleration constant.
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